BIFFY CLYRO BRING THE HOUSE DOWN AT READING & LEEDS FESTIVALS 2016
ELLIPSIS CONTINUES TO IMPRESS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC

September 13, 2016- (Burbank, CA.) -Scottish superstar trio BIFFY CLYRO continue to dominate
headlines in the U.K. with their new album ELLIPSIS. It remains in the U.K. Top 10 since its July
8 th release, where it stormed into the national album charts at the #1 spot. Since their triumphant
headline sets at Reading and Leeds Festivals in the UK this past August 26 & 28, respectively, album
sales at home have exploded. While U.S. fans impatiently await for Biffy Clyro to return to our shores,
we have some powerful live performance footage from the aforementioned festival appearances to share:
Click here to view "Rearrange", the incendiary set opener, click here to view "Wolves Of Winter",
and click here to view "Howl", which is the band's current single from ELLIPSIS.
The band's recent festival shows left the press in awe of the indelible impact of Biffy Clyro as a live
attraction:
"Triumphant set from champions of stadium rock." - The Guardian
"This is Biffy Clyro cementing their place at the top of the tree, and proving that they belong in the
headline set and on the strength of tonight - long may that continue." - Rock Sound
"The sky seems to explode with fireworks; just when you think it's over, it keeps on going. Clearly, the
Biff are not in a taking-prisoners frame of mind tonight." - NME
Meanwhile in the US, critics continue to offer praise:
"ELLIPSIS covers blistering hard melodic rock with a touch of 90's alternative and a quick taste of
sweet-tart pop - while offering a furiously contemporary energy." - Magnet Magazine
"Biffy Clyro are back and ready to flip the script again. ELLIPSIS is the jumping off point for even more
of an evolution." - LoudWire
"Biffy Clyro summon serious rage and power...a band that charges relentlessly forward."
-Consequence Of Sound

Additional Biffy Clyro news will be revealed soon. Until then, the band have a pair of Irish shows this
fall:
Nov 26
Nov 27

Dublin, Ireland
Belfast N. Ireland

3 Arena
SSE Arena

Expect more soon. Contact Rick Gershon at
Warner Bros. Records Publicity:
818-953-3473 / rick.gershon@wbr.com
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